The anisotropic nature of the new two-dimensional (2D) material phosphorene 1-9 , in contrast to other 2D materials such as graphene 10 A neutral exciton is a bound quasi-particle state between one electron and one hole through a Coulomb interaction, similar to a neutral hydrogen atom. A trion is a charged exciton composed of two electrons and one hole (or two holes and one electron), analogous to H -(or H2 + ) 20 . Trions have been of considerable interest for the fundamental studies of many-body interactions, such as carrier multiplication and Wigner crystallization 21 . In contrast to the exciton, a trion has an extra charge with nonzero spin, which can be used for spin manipulation 22, 23 . More importantly, the density of trions can be electrically tuned by the gate voltage, enabling remarkable optoelectronic applications [18] [19] [20] 24,25 . For these purposes, a large trion binding energy is critical in order to overcome the room-temperature thermal fluctuations as well as to widen the spectral tuning range. The dimensional confinement is the dominating factor that determines the binding energy of trions. In quasi-2D quantum wells, the trion binding energy is only 1-5 meV, and trions are highly unstable, except at cryogenic temperatures 16, 17 . The complete separation of the exciton and trion emission peaks was observed at room temperature 16, 17 . However, the application of 1D carbon nanotubes for practical optoelectronic devices is intrinsically limited by their small cross-sections. The overall optical responses of such 1D lines are extremely weak. The diverse distribution of the chirality in carbon nanotubes also makes it impossible to assemble a large-size film with uniform optoelectronic responses.
phospherene by demonstrating completely linearly polarized light emission from excitons and trions. The implications of the extraordinarily large trion binding energy in a higherthan-one-dimensional material are far-reaching. It provides a room-temperature 2D platform to observe the fundamental many-body interactions in the quasi-1D region. The strong photoluminescence emission in phosphorene has been electrically tuned over a large spectral range at room temperature, which opens a new route for tunable light sources 18, 19 .
A neutral exciton is a bound quasi-particle state between one electron and one hole through a Coulomb interaction, similar to a neutral hydrogen atom. A trion is a charged exciton composed of two electrons and one hole (or two holes and one electron), analogous to H -(or H2 + ) 20 . Trions have been of considerable interest for the fundamental studies of many-body interactions, such as carrier multiplication and Wigner crystallization 21 . In contrast to the exciton, a trion has an extra charge with nonzero spin, which can be used for spin manipulation 22, 23 . More importantly, the density of trions can be electrically tuned by the gate voltage, enabling remarkable optoelectronic applications [18] [19] [20] 24, 25 . For these purposes, a large trion binding energy is critical in order to overcome the room-temperature thermal fluctuations as well as to widen the spectral tuning range. The dimensional confinement is the dominating factor that determines the binding energy of trions. In quasi-2D quantum wells, the trion binding energy is only 1-5 meV, and trions are highly unstable, except at cryogenic temperatures 16, 17 . Recently, Shan 14 and Xu 15 made an important breakthrough, showing that truly 2D atomic TMD semiconductors have trion binding energies up to 20-30 meV, which is still barely resolvable at room temperature compared with their emission bandwidth. On the other hand, trions in the 1D space, such as carbon nanotubes, exhibit remarkably higher binding energies in the range of 100-200 meV owing to the stronger Coulomb interaction with the reduced dimensionality and screening 16, 17 .
The complete separation of the exciton and trion emission peaks was observed at room temperature 16, 17 . However, the application of 1D carbon nanotubes for practical optoelectronic devices is intrinsically limited by their small cross-sections. The overall optical responses of such 1D lines are extremely weak. The diverse distribution of the chirality in carbon nanotubes also makes it impossible to assemble a large-size film with uniform optoelectronic responses.
While the reduced dimensionality leads to far more attractive exciton and trion properties, the trade-off between the cross-section and the dimensional confinement has hindered the development of useful excitonic optoelectronic devices.
Here, we show that phosphorene presents an intriguing platform to overcome the aforementioned trade-off. We observed quasi-1D trions with ultra-high binding energies up to ~190 meV in 2D phosphorene atomic semiconductors. Using back-gated metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOS) devices, we demonstrated the reversible electrostatic tunability of the exciton charging effects between trions and excitons in few-layer phosphorene. The measured ultra-high trion binding energies (~190 meV), comparable to those in truly 1D semiconductors 16, 17 , are due to the formation of quasi-1D trions and excitons in 2D
phosphorene. The quasi-1D excitons and trions in phosphorene were demonstrated by our measured linearly polarized PL emission from the excitons and trions. In this regard, phosphorene is equivalent to a system that is made of a bundle of identical 1D materials. In addition, the measured layer-dependent trion binding energies in few-layer phosphorene agree well with our theoretical calculations. Our results open exciting avenues for optoelectronic applications, including tunable light sources 18, 19 , spin manipulation devices 22, 23 , and quantum logical systems 24, 25 .
This new type of material, few-layer phosphorene, is unstable and does not survive well in many standard nanofabrication processes. To overcome the challenge of the instability, we designed special fabrication and characterization techniques. We used mechanical exfoliation to drily transfer 26 a phosphorene flake onto a SiO2/Si substrate (275 nm thermal oxide on n + -doped silicon). The phosphorene was placed near a gold electrode that was pre-patterned on the substrate. Another thick graphite flake was similarly transferred to electrically bridge the phosphorene flake and the gold electrode, forming a MOS device (Figure 1 ). This fabrication procedure kept the phosphorenes free from chemical contaminations by minimizing the postprocesses after the phosphorene flake was transferred. In the measurement, the gold electrode is grounded, and the n + -doped Si substrate functions as a back gate providing uniform electrostatic doping in the phosphorene (Figure 1b ).
Another unique challenge in working with unstable phosphorene is the identification of the layer number. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is typically unreliable for the identification of very-few-layer phosphorene (one or two layers) because of its slow scanning speed and the potential contact contamination. Here, we propose and implement a rapid, noninvasive, and highly accurate approach to determine the layer number using optical interferometry.
Specifically, we measured the optical path length (OPL) of the light reflected from phosphorene.
The OPL is determined as
, where = 535 is the wavelength of the light source, and and 2 are the phase shifts of the light reflected from the phosphorene flake and the SiO2/Si substrate (Figure 1f inset), respectively. The oneto-one relation between the OPL and the layer number is firmly established by a first-principles optical calculation and experimental calibration, as shown in Figure 1f . Note that even though the thickness of one-layer phosphorene is less than 1 nm, its OPL is significantly larger than 20 nm owing to the multiple interfacial light reflections (Supplementary Information). That is, the virtual thickness of a phosphorene flake is amplified by more than 20 times in the optical interferometry, making the flakes easily identified. In the experiment, phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) is used to measure the OPL by analyzing the digitized interference pattern (Supplementary Information). The step change of the OPL is ~20 nm for each additional phosphorene layer, as indicated by the red dots in Figure 1f . Considering that the accuracy of the instrument is ~0.1 nm, a step change of 20 nm yields an extremely robust measurement. In our experiment, the layer number of the phosphorene flake was first estimated according to its optical contrast in an optical microscope ( Figure 1c ) and then accurately identified by PSI (Figure 1d and e). After the PSI, the sample was placed into a microscope-compatible chamber for photoluminescence (PL) measurements, with a slow flow of nitrogen gas to prevent the degradation of the sample 7 .
Trions, having a many-body bound state, are formed through the interplay between the exciton and carrier. The density of trions can be modulated by controlling the carrier doping level using various methods, such as electrostatic modulation 12, 13 , and chemical doping 27 . Here, we demonstrate the reversible electrostatic tunability of the exciton charging effects from positive (A + ) to neutral (A°) in a 3L phosphorene MOS device (Figure 2 ), using gate-dependent PL measurements. The measured PL spectra exhibit two clear peaks with central wavelengths at ~1100 and ~1320 nm, whose intensities are highly dependent on the back-gate voltage. The higher-energy peak (~1100 nm) is attributed to the exciton emission, and the lower-energy peak (~1320 nm) is due to the trion emission 20 . To show the evolution of the exciton and trion, we applied a gate voltage Vg to pump extra charges into the phosphorene. We used Lorentzian curves to fit the measured PL spectra to extract the exciton and trion spectral components, as indicated by the red and blue curves in Figure 2a , respectively. The Si/SiO2 substrate also has a PL peak at ~1100 nm that is independent of the gate voltages ( Figure S1 ). The emission intensity from the substrate is far weaker than that from phosphorene, and it can be easily separated from the measured voltage-dependent PL spectra (Figure 2a ).
At a voltage bias of -50 V, positive charges are pumped into the phosphorene, and almost all excitons become charged trions. As a result, the PL emission from neutral excitons A° at a wavelength of ~1100 nm is absent (Figure 2a ). In contrast, the PL emission from positive trions A + at ~1320 nm is extremely strong. As we gradually depleted the positive charges by changing Remarkably, such a large binding energy has not been observed in any other higher-than-onedimensional material. It is comparable to that from 1D semiconductors 16, 17 and is approximately one order of magnitude larger than that from TMD 2D semiconductors 14, 15 .
Positive trions with a large binding energy have been observed in multiple 3L phosphorene MOS devices ( Figure S2 ).
The ultra-high trion binding energy measured in few-layer phosphorene is caused by the material's unique anisotropic quasi-1D excitonic nature, which can be measured using the linearly polarized emission, as theoretically predicted by Yang et al 9 . Next, we demonstrate the quasi-1D nature of the excitonic effects in few-layer phosphorene using PL measurements with an angle-resolved excitation and emission. Here, we show that the PL emission is completely linearly polarized along the armchair direction of the crystal. Figure 3 presents the results from a representative 2L phosphorene sample, indicating a strong PL emission peak with a central wavelength at 967 nm-the same wavelength value that we reported before 7 . This PL peak was demonstrated to be from the exciton emission in a 2L phosphorene MOS device ( Figure S3 ).
In the setup of the angle-resolved PL measurement (Figure 3a ), a linearly polarized Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was used as the excitation source. The polarization angle of the incident light (θ1) is controlled by an angle-variable half-wave plate. The polarization angle of the emission (θ2) is characterized by inserting an angle-variable polarizer in front of the detector. θ1 and θ2 are relative to the same zero-degree reference, which can be arbitrarily selected in the beginning. In the first characterization of the PL excitation polarization dependence, only the half-wave plate was used, and the polarizer in front of the detector was removed. We found that the PL intensity strongly depends on the excitation polarization angle θ1 ( Figure 3c ). This strong PL excitation polarization dependence is due to the highly anisotropic optical absorption in the phosphorene 8, 9 . Because of the symmetry in its band structure and the optical selection rules 28 , 2L phosphorene strongly absorbs armchair-polarized light and is transparent to zigzag-polarized light with energies between 0.5 and 2.8 eV 9 .
According to the polarization-dependent PL excitation, we can determine the crystalline orientation of the phosphorene flake, and then the zigzag direction is selected as the shared zero-degree reference for θ1 and θ2 ( Figure 3b ). Next, we measured the polarization of the PL emission by fixing the excitation polarization angle θ1 at 90°. We determined the maximum PL intensity at θ2 = 90° and the minimum (almost zero) PL intensity at θ2 = 0° (Figures 3d and e) .
Thus, the PL emission is completely linearly polarized, and the emission polarization is along the armchair direction. The measured linear dichroism (LD) is close to unity. LD is defined as LD = (Ix -Iy)/Ix, where Ix and Iy are the PL emission peak intensities along the armchair and zigzag directions, respectively. The central wavelength of the PL emission peak is independent of the emission polarization angle (Figure 3e ). Then, we set the excitation angle θ1 to an arbitrarily value (e.g., 15°) and measured the polarization of PL emission again. We found that the PL emission was still completely polarized along the armchair direction ( Figure 3f ). The polarization of the PL emission is independent of the excitation and is determined by the intrinsic properties of phosphorene 28 .
Few-layer phosphorene has quasi-1D excitons, as we demonstrated, while the carrier in phosphorene is still in a 2D space with a slightly anisotropic carrier mobility 5 In conclusion, we observed extraordinarily bound quasi-1D trions in 2D phosphorene atomic semiconductor crystals. The measured ultra-high trion binding energies in few-layer phosphorene are approximately one order of magnitude higher than those in 2D TMD semiconductors. The large trion binding energy is due to the strongly confined 1D excitonic nature in few-layer phosphorene, which is demonstrated by our measured linearly polarized PL emission. Phosphorene possesses both a large optical cross-section, as typically exhibited by a 2D material system, and high trion binding energies, as typically exhibited by a 1D system, allowing remarkable optoelectronic applications, including tunable light sources, photodetectors and spin manipulation devices. In addition, the measured layer-dependent trion binding energies in few-layer phosphorene are consistent with our theoretical calculations, which will enable a wide range of tunable energy gaps and corresponding optoelectronic applications. Few-layer phosphorene also serves as a room-temperature platform for investigating many-body interactions and excitonic physics.
Methods
Device Fabrication and Characterization. We used mechanical exfoliation to drily transfer 26 a phosphorene flake onto a SiO2/Si substrate (275 nm thermal oxide on n + -doped silicon), near a pre-patterned gold electrode. The gold electrodes were patterned by conventional photolithography, metal deposition, and lift-off processes. Another thick graphite flake was similarly transferred to electrically bridge the phosphorene flake and the gold electrode, forming a MOS device. All PL and polarization measurements were conducted using a T64000 micro-Raman system equipped with a charge-coupled device (CCD) and InGaAs detectors, along with a 532nm Nd:YAG laser as the excitation source. For all measurements, the sample was placed into a microscope-compatible chamber with a slow flow of protection nitrogen gas to prevent the degradation of the sample. To avoid laser-induced sample damage, all PL spectra were recorded at low power levels: P ~20 μW. For the PL measurements, an integration time of 30 s was used. The electrical bias was applied using a Keithley 4200 semiconductor analyzer. In Figure S1 , the PL spectra measured from the SiO2/Si substrate at back-gate voltages of -50, 0 and 50 V are almost identical, originating from the voltage independent Si PL at ~ 1100 nm; whereas the PL peak intensity at ~1100 nm from the 3L phosphorene MOS device under backgate voltage 50 V is even higher than that from the substrate. Based on this, we believe that the ~1100 nm PL peak on 3L phosphorene comes from both the phosphorene and Si substrate. The emission intensity from the substrate is much weaker than that from phosphorene and it can be easily separated from the measured voltage-dependent PL spectra (Figure 2a ). comparison. Note that the Si PL peak intensity here is slightly different from the one shown in Figure S1 , due to a slight difference of the laser excitation power used in these two measurements. Figure S2 shows the repeatable gate dependence of the exciton and trion in another 3L
phosphorene MOS device. The measured PL spectra show two clear peaks with central wavelengths at ~1100 nm and ~1260 nm, respectively, whose intensities strongly depend on the applied back-gate voltage Vg. When Vg changes from -60 to 60 V, the peak intensity of the ~1100 nm PL peak increases, which is consistent with the trend shown in Figure 2a . Here, the difference between peak energies of A o (~1100 nm) and A -(~1260 nm) is ~130 meV. We believe that the trion binding energy also hightly depends on the quality of the phosphorene in the MOS device,
i.e. the initial doping level and deficiencies. PL peak decreases, while that of the ~1120 nm PL peak increases ( Figure S3 ). SiO2/Si substrate also shows a PL peak at ~1100 nm, but the measured PL intensity on pure Si substrate is independent of Vg and its intensity is even smaller than the intensity of the ~1120 nm PL peak on 2L phosphorene. Based on this, not to mention the absorption of Si PL from the phosphorene layer, we believe that the ~1120 nm PL peak on 2L phosphorene comes from both the phosphorene and SiO2/Si substrate and the Vg induced intensity enhancement at ~1120 nm comes from the phosphorene only. The higher-energy phosphorene emission at ~930 nm is the neutral In both Figure S4 and S5, the measured PL spectra show two clear peaks with central wavelengths at ~1350 nm and ~1500 nm respectively. In Figure S4 , and the lower-energy peak at ~1500 nm is from trion emission.
The difference between peak energy of A o (~1350 nm) and A -(~1500 nm) is ~90 meV.
Without any back-gate bias, the PL spectrum in Figure S5 shows two peaks, of which the highenergy one is from exciton and the low-energy one is from trion. The central wavelengths of these two peaks are the same with those in Figure S4 . We found that the spectral weight of the emission peaks from trion and excition are highly related to the initial doping level of the phosphorene samples.
Trion binding energy calculation
Our angle-resolved PL measurements on few-layer phosphorene samples clearly indicate that the PL emission from trion and excitons are both linearly polarized along the armchair direction.
Hence we calculate the trion binding energy of few-layer phosphorene in the armchair direction.
The binding energy of both negatively and positively charged trions in 2D system can be estimated using following equations 1 : Table 2 .
Phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) working principle
PSI was used to investigate the surface topography based on analyzing the digitized interference data obtained during a well-controlled phase shift introduced by the Mirau interferometer 4 . The PSI system (Vecco NT9100) used in our experiments operates with a green LED source centered near 535 nm by a 10 nm band-pass filter 5 . The schematic of the PSI system is shown in Figure   S6 .
The working principle of the PSI system is as follows 6 . For simplicity, wave front phase will be used for analysis. The expressions for the reference and test wave-fronts in the phase shifting interferometer are:
(S4)
where ( The interference pattern of these two beams is:
The interference intensity pattern detected by the detector is:
where
is known as intensity modulation and ( , ) is the wavefront phase shift ( , ) − ( , ). The computational method of PSI is a four-step algorithm, which needs to acquire four separately recorded and digitalized interferograms of the measurement region. For each separate and sequential recorded interferograms, the phase shift difference is:
Substituting these four values into the equation S7, leads to the following four equations describing the four measured intensity patterns of the interferogram: 
After the trigonometric identity, this yields:
The unknown variables ′ ( , ), ′′ ( , ) and ( , ) can be solved by only using three of the four equations; but for computational convenience, four equations are used here. Subtracting equation S14 from equation S16, we have:
And subtract equation S15 from equation S13, we get:
Taking the ratio of equation S17 and equation S18, the intensity modulation ′′ ( , ) will be eliminated as following:
Rearranging equation S19 to get the wave-front phase shift term ( , ):
This equation is performed at each measurement point to acquire a map of the measured wavefront. Also, in PSI, the phase shift is transferred to the surface height or the optical path difference (OPD):
Here, the OPL of the phosphorene flake is calculated as:
where is the wavelength of the light source, and 
where 2k0nd is the round trip propagation phase and n is the refractive index of the 2D material.
Then the total reflected amplitude is the summation of all reflections, which is 
Here we used refractive indices of air and SiO2 as 1 and 1.46, respectively.
The OPL was calculated by comparing the phase difference of the reflected light with and without the 2D material. Figure S8b shows the reference setup. Light is incident directly from air into infinite SiO2 substrate. In this case the reflected amplitude is
So we get:
where is the wavelength of light. The magnitude of OPL is plotted in Figure 1f .
For phosphorene OPL calculations, we used the measured refractive index from bulk black phosphorus crystals (n = 3.4) 7 . 
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